
THE Rh CHROMOSOME FREQUENCIES IN ENGLAND

By R. R. RACE, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., A. E. MOURANT, B.M., B.Ch., MA.,

D. Phil., SYLVIA D. LAWLER, M.W, B.S., and RUTH SANGER, B.Sc.*

T HIS paper reports the results of testing 1073 samples of blood, from English

people, with the Rh antibodies anti-C, anti-C”, anti-c, anti-D, anti-E and

anti-c. To these are added another 92.7, tested with anti-C, anti-c, anti-D and anti-

E, the results of which have been previously published.’ Professor Fisher has used

the total iooo to estimate, by his method of maximum likelihood,2 the frequencies

of the Rh chromosomes in England, and has very kindly allowed us to make use

of his results.

The discovery3 of the six elementary Rh antigens and their mutual relationships

resulted from a study of the British work of 1943 on the isolation of the seven

allelomorphs of the Rh gene. Fisher pointed out that the complex interactions of

the four antibodies and seven allelomorphst known at that time could he most

simply understood by assuming that each allelomorph was built up from three

elementary antigens, each of which could exist in two alternative or allelomorphic

forms. These three pairs of allelomorphic antigens were called C and c, D and d,

E and e. A chromosome could carry any combination of the three pairs; it might

carry, for example, CDe or cde, etc. Seven of the eight theoretically possible com-

binations could be identified with the seven allelomorphs already known. The

eighth combination, CdE, has still to he isolated, but there is a theoretical reason

why it may be very rare.’

As an individual has two sets of chromosomes, he has two Rh chromosomes and

his genotype may be any combination, for example, CDe/cde. In this case his sex

cells, which each contain only one chromosome of a pair, will carry either CDe or

cde in equal numbers.

The four known Rh zntibodies were thus renamed anti-C, anti-c, anti-D and

anti-E. The antibodies anti-c and anti-d which the theory predicted were sub-

sequently discovered,4 ‘ and as a corollary the existence of the predicted antigens

e and d were confirmed in a positive manner.

A third alternative to C and c, called C”, was found ‘in 1945. It has been isolated

in the chromosome combination C”De and also C”de. Presumably the combinations

C”DE and C”dE exist although they may be very rare.

A third alternative to D and d, called D”, was recognized7 in 1946, and it has

been detected in the combinations CD”e, cD”’E and cD”’e.
Twelve different Rh chromosomes have now been identified; they are CDe, cde,

cDE, cDe, C”De, cdE, Cde, CDE, CDIe, cD’E, cD”e, and C”de. These chromosomes

can theoretically give rise to seventy-eight genotype combinations.

From the Medical Research Council Blood Group Research Unit, and Ministr�’ of Health Blood Group

Reference Laboratory, Lister Institute, London.
* Aided by the Australian Red Cross Society, New South Wales Division.

t An apology is needed for our use, in what follows, of the words genes, or allelomorphs, as synony-
mous with antigens. To avoid this is cumbersome, and it is possible that there may not be very much

qualitative difference between blood group gene and blood group antigen.
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TECHNIC OF THE GENOTYPE TESTS

Owing to the scarcity of the antisera, two of them being unique at the time of the work described,

very small volumes are used, approximately o.oo8 cc. measured by Pasteur pipet marked with a wax

pencil. The tubes used are 7 mm. in external diameter and �o mm. long. They have a round bottom and

are held in �o hole wooden blocks. Such small volumes of fluid must be delivered nearly to the bottom of

the tube.

One volume of serum and one volume of s. per cent ccli suspension in saline are incubated for at least

two hours at 370C. The contents are then gently pipetted onto a slide and read microscopically if ag-

glutination is not obvious to the naked eye.

Although the antisera used were powerful examples of their kind, they were duplicated (excepting

the two unique sera anti-C” and anti-c). The duplication was performed partly as a check on the results

but mainly in the hope of disclosing possible further allelomorphs of C, D, orE.

The 92.7 bloods of the first series’ were tested with anti-C, anti-c, anti-D and anti-E and usually two

examples of each serum were used.

In the examination of the second series of 1073 bloods, the following antisera were used:

anti-C (anti-Rh’) one pure anti-C and one mixture, anti-C plus anti-C”

anti-C” one serum only

anti-c (anti-Hr) two examples

anti-D (anti-Rho) one pure anti-D, one anti-D + anti-D�

anti-E (anti-Rh”) two examples

anti-c one serum only

Anti-A or anti-B were usually removed from the sera by absorption with A,B cells of the appropriate

Rh genotype; as we had no A,B cDE/cDE cells available, the anti-c serum was successfully treated with

A�B secretor saliva.

In order to avoid selection, we tested blood only from people whose Rh group had not previously

been determined, and as far as possible blood of related people was excluded. The samples had, however,

often been preselected for their ABO group. Counts on large sections of our results show complete in-

dependence of ABO group and Rh genotype. All the blood samples were taken by venipuncture and sent

to us in the form of clotted blood.

RESULTS

Table i shows the result of our tests on 2.000 blood samples. The first 92.7 were

published in 1946’ and are here reproduced because Fisher has made use of the

combined information given by the two series in his calculation of the chromosome

frequencies -

In the second series of 1073 bloods, it will be seen where the use of two further

scra, anti-C” and anti-c enabled distinctions to be made not possible in the first

series. For example, C”De/CDe would have been included in the group CDe/CDe

of the first series, and cDE/cDE would have been included with the more frequent

genotype cDE/cde.

No attempt has been made to include the D” distinctions in the tables. There

were only two unequivocal examples of D” in the 1073 bloods and these have been

treated as ordinary D’s. Owing to our possessing a pure anti-C”, the recognition of

the C” antigen is easy and can be made in any combination, but there is as yet no

pure anti-D” serum; consequently D’1 cells can be recognized only in the combina-

tion Dud, not in D”D. D”’d cells are agglutinated by some anti-D sera (anti-D +

anti-D”), and not by others (anti-D). This distinction being in part quantitative

cannot be made with the certainty characteristic of the other antigen-antibody

reactions of table i.

Table 2. shows the chromosome frequencies calculated by Professor Fisher using
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First Series 927 tested with anti-C-c-D-E

TABLE I

most frequent genotype
in group

observed

Second Series 1073 tested with anti-C-C”-c-D-E-e

most frequent genotype in group

29.74

35,7

13.59

a bsolute

numbers

183

32.6

12.6

123

‘37
2.3

6

12.

0

0

R,r

rr

R0r

R ‘r

R”r

RR.

R’R’
R’R”

Four genotypes involving C”de could also have been recognized had they occurred.

TABLE 1.-Rh Chromosome Frequencies in England

CDe

cde

cDE

cDe

C”De
cdE

Cde’

CDE

R1

r

R,

R0

R�’
R”

R’

R5

per cent

40.75499

38.86134

14.10870

1.56677

1.19196

1.18819

0.98349

0.2.4356

Combinations known (e.g.,C”de), or believed to exist (e.g., C”DE and CdE) have estimates

zero, as the data (table i) do not demonstrate their existence.

Table � shows the expected distribution of genotypes based on the chromosome

frequencies of table 2.. It will be seen that the observed agrees well with the
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CDe/CDe R,R,

CDe/cde R,r

CDe/cDE R�R5

cDE/cde

cde/cde

cDe/cde

Cde/cde

cdE/cde

CDe/CDE

Cde/Cde

Cde/cdE

12.19

24.78

2.48

o.6�

1.2.9

0.11

CDe/CDe R1R,

C”De/CDe RrR1

CDe/cde R1r

C”De/cde Rrr

CDe/cDE R,R5

C”De/cDE RrR5

cDE/�de R5r

cDE/cDE R,R2

cde/cde rr

cDe/cde R(r

Cde/cde R’r

cdE/cde R”r

CDe/CDE R1R,

Cde/Cde R’R’

Cde/cdE R’R’

cdE/cdE R”R”

cDE/CDE R,R,

CDE/CDE R,R,

C’De/CDE R’R,

C”De/C”De R�’R�’

observed

absolute �-.

numbers

16.59

1.11

32.99

0.84

12.86

o.56

11,77

2.70

15.84

1.77

0.93

0. 6�

0.37

278

12.

354

9

238

6

137

2.9

170

‘9

I0

7

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

his maximum likelihood method.2 By addition to appropriate groups in this table,

the frequencies of the genes or elementary antigens are seen to be:

C 41.982.04% D 58.96698% E 15.54045%

C 56-72.500% d 41.03302.% e 84.45955%

C’ 1.2.92.96%
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Genotype

2 3

Genotype Phenotype
frequencies frequencies
expected % excepted %

15.1010 15102.0

6

XI
- Series
m

o.o8i� both

0.0149 both

cde/cde rr

cDe/cde Rsr

cDe/cDe R5R5

cdE/cde R”r

cdE/cdE R”R”

cDE/cDE R2R2

cDE/cdE R2R”
cDE/cDe R,R5
cDE/cde R2r

cDe/cdE R5R”

1.9950

0.0659

0.92.35

0.0141

1.9906

0. 3353
0.72.43

10.9657

0. o6zo

0.8540

5.2.590

o.6��o

second

second

first

second

0.9444 second

first

both

1.3450

0.0332.

0.2.170 second

4 I

Absolute
Absolute num- numbers

bers expected m observed
m+x

301.040 307

41.116 42.

9.909 7

.151 0

8.692. Il.

14.957 2.9

116.088 137

530.493 113

15.188 i6

361.874 354

11.495 9

313.419 32.6

0.468 0

138.930 138

0.799 0

4.2.44 6

114.383 ,i6

0.194 0

186.82.3 178

ii.�8i 12.

0.179 0

171.563 183

2.. o6o8

0.92.35

0.0141

1.3159

11.7510

0. 7644

33.8186

I .0713

0.02.34

11.9478

0. 0745

0. 3955

0. 0097

17.4113

1.0793

0. 0167

0. 5415

0.02.04

second

first

both

0.0062. second

second

0.0110

Cde/Cde R’R’

CDe,’CDe R1R1
CDe/Cdc R1R’

CDe/C”De R1Rr

C”De/Cde R�R’

C��De/C�rDe R�R�

0. 0097

16. 6097

0.8016

I .0539

0.02.54

0.0167

o.oi�i second

second

0.762.4 first

TABLE 3

692.

cde/Cde rR’

CDe/cDe R,R0
CDe/cde R1r

cDe/Cde R9R’

C”De/cDe R�’R0

C”De/cde R�’r

cdE/Cde R”R’

CDe/cDE R1R2
CDe/cdE R1R”

cDE/Cde R2R’
cde/CDE rR5
cDc/CDE R0R1

cDE/CDE R2R,

cdE/CDE R”R,

C�vDe/cDE R’R2
C”De/cdE RrR”

0. 7644

1.0911

31. 6759

o.ososJ

0. 0664

1.0049

0.02.34

11.5000

0.9685!

0.l775�

0.1893!

0.0115)

0. 0687

o.oo�8

0.3648’l

0.0307)’
second

first

both

0.4167 second
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RH CHROMOSOME FREQUENCIES IN ENGLAND 693

TABLE 3-Continued

1 2 3 � 4 � 3 6

Genotype Phenotype � Ab ol t I Absolute
Genotype ::�i� � hers expectedrn� observed � Series

CDe/CDE R1R5 � o.I985� I

Cde/CDE R’R, � 0004Sf 0.2.033 1.181 4 � � second

C”De/CDE RYRZ o.oo6i 0.0062. 0.067 0 � � second

CDE/CDE R2R2 o.ooo6 o.ooo6 o.oo6 o � second

1.948 I � � first

99.9999 1999.998 , 2.000 �

Sum of 10 smaller classes 10.137 II 0.0569

x2 = 8.2.443 178

m = 9 R =

expected distribution. Columns i and 2. show the 36 genotypes, and their expected

frequencies, that result from combinations of the 8 chromosomes of table 2.. Those

genotypes joined by brackets could not be distinguished serologically. Column �

shows the frequencies expected of the io phenotypes distinguishable with the 6

sera used in the second series. Column 4 shows the absolute numbers expected in

the 2.6 observational classes in the two series. Column � shows the numbers ob-

served in these classes. The 6 observational classes additional to the io pheno-

types arise because of the absence from the first series of 2. of the sera used in the

second. For example, cdE/cdE and cdE/cde are distinct in the second series, but

the IL cdE of the first series were indistinguishable (in the absence of anti-c) and

must therefore be placed in a separate group.

In the calculation of x2 shown in column 6, the 10 smaller classes have been

pooled and are shown at the foot of the table.

GENETIC BASIS OF THE Rh GROUPS

Fisher suggested that the simplest genetic basis of the allelomorphic antigens,

which he had demonstrated, would be a system of three closely linked genes. If

the classic conception of a gene is adhered to, this seems to offer the only easy

explanation of the observed facts. The alternative is the postulation of a new kind

of gene, possessing three subgenes each capable of substitution by allelomorphs.

It seems wiser to conform to the traditional ideas, particularly since, as Fisher

has pointed out,’ there is some suggestive evidence for the occurrence of crossing

over. This evidence will now be reviewed in the light of the results described in

this paper. In the English population the common chromosomes are CDe, cde and

cDE. The three resulting heterozygotes, CDe/cde, CDe/cDE and cDE/cde could

give, if crossing over occurred, Cde and cDe, CDE and cDc, and cdE and cDe,

respectively. If these rarer chromosome combinations did arise in this way, the
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694 RACE, MOURANT, LAWLER AND SANGER

frequency of cDe would be expected to equal the combined frequencies of Cde,

CDE and cdE. It will be seen from table i that Cde + CDE + cdE = 2.41514 per

cent while cDe = 2.56677 per cent. In view of the sampling errors, this agreement

is very close. The remaining combination CdE (Ry) would not be produced by a

single cross-over from the common heterozygotes. It would require for its produc-

tion a cross over occurring in a heterozygote involving a rarer chromosome, for

example, CDe/cdE. This offers a rather satisfactory explanation of the apparent

absence of CdE which is otherwise puzzling.

Fisher has suggested that the order within the chromosome is such that C lies

between D and E. The reason for this view is that the frequency ratio of cdE to

cDE/cde which represents a cross over between D and E, is considerably larger

than the ratios of Cde to CDe/cde (cross over between C and E) and of CDE to

CDe/cDE (cross over between C and E). These frequency ratios based on the results

of the 2.000 bloods are as follows:

D-E .108

C-D .030)

C-E .011! .051

While this supports Fisher’s view that the D-E distance is the greatest, yet the

sum of the distances C-D and C-E does not correspond at all well with the total

distance D-E. This can be explained by the fact that in the first series cdE was by

chance too frequent, compared with a much larger series tested by Stratton9 with

sera capable of detecting cdE. If the calculations are based only on the 1073 of the

second series, the distances show remarkable agreement, thus:

D-E .074

C-D .034’1\

C-E .o38J .072.

The results obtained by Wiener, Zepeda, Sonn and Polivka’ in their tests on 95

Mexican Indians, lend support to the theory of crossing over as the cause of the

rarer combinations in a population. The only frequent chromosomes in this

population were CDe and cDE, and the only common heterozygote CDe/cDE.

This, according to the theory, should result in the chromosomes CDE and cDe

having approximately equal frequencies in such a population. The chromosome

frequencies calculated from this small sample were CDE 3.3 and cDe 5.9.

It should be pointed out that no attempt is made to use the hypothesis of crossing

over to explain the different racial distributions of the common chromosomes.

It does however afford an explanation of the occurrence of the rarer chromosomes

in a population in which the frequencies of the commoner combinations are

already known.

SUMMARY

The results are reported of testing 1073 English bloods with the Rh antibodies

anti-C, anti-C”, anti-c, anti-D, anti-E and anti-c. The results of another series of

92.7 bloods, already published, are here reproduced. The total of iooo bloods has
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RH CHROMOSOME FREQUENCIES IN ENGLAND 695

been used by Fisher to estimate, by his method of maximum likelihood, the Rh

chromosome frequencies in England. The estimates are: CDe 40.75 per cent, cde

38.86 per cent, cDE 14.11 per cent, cDe 1.57 percent, C”De 1.19 per cent, cdE 1.19

per cent, Cde 0.98 per cent, and CDE o.� per cent.

A brief account is given of the three pairs of alternative antigens shown by

Fisher to be the basis of the Rh blood groups. Fisher’s interpretation must now be

considered as established beyond doubt. A possible genetic basis of these related

antigens is discussed.
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